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Abstract：By using Lag．angian method，the flow properties ofⅡdusty-gets point soLtt=Ce in

ll supersonic fMe stream were studied and the particle parameters in the near-symmetry-m-is

regtim wPⅢobtained It is demonstrated thatyairty inertialparticles travel along oscillating

and inten≮ecting trajfeetortes between the bow and termination shock w&res而this region．

prmation of“multi-laye，structure”in particle distribution with alternating low-and high-

density“妒m is revealed Moreover，sharp accumulation of particles occurs Fear the

envelope,v ofparticle trail ctories
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Introduetion

Dusty—gas，aS a tWO·phase medium，is the suspension of particles and gas，which are known

as dispersed and carrier phase respectively．For such a system，relaxation process happens due to

great mass difference between the parlicle and
gas molecule．In many dusty—gas flows，the

trajectories of inertial particle may be oscillating，which results in appearance of regions with

multiple intersections of the particle trajectories⋯ Numerical modeling of t．hese effects are of

great significance in various aamrally—occurring phenomena and practical engineering problems，

for example，in astrophysics(evaporation from a comet nucleus to its atmosphem)，aerospace

engineering(flow from an under—expanded llozz]e into oncoming flow j，high mehnologies

f ao,ing powdered materials in colliding-jet-sprayers)and SO on．
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1he SiRldy of two—pha．．,,e flows with such regions requires t}le modification of t}le ordinary

dusty-gas model where the single—valueness of山e particle parameters is assureed～ It also

necessitates the development of numerical algorithms，which allow to distinguish the boundaries

of the regions with intersecting particle trajectories and to caJculam correctly the particle

concentration Crowe and his co．authors‘’’4 have been published comprehensive reviews oil

flumerical methods of dnute gas．particle flows EssentMly．these methods fall Into two

cakgofies：Lagraogian and Eulefian．For our problem，the Eulefian approach fails due to non、

uniqueness of the
dispersed phase parameters．However，the Lagmngian approach of applying a

statistical averaging procedtwe to a large number of trajectories takes heavy computation COSTS

Therelore，如the literature，for calculating dust paradnetels in these regions．so—called“large．

particle”method or its modificatiOfl5 are used most widely but hey often jntroduce to inadequate

accaracy in the particle concen妇don．OsiptsovI’ suggested a novel approach for calculating the

dispersed phuse density．using the Lagrange form of the particle continuity equation Recently．

Healy and Young“calculated some：一D“amples to assess the Ositpsov method and concluded

that it is more elegant and efficient than the traditional Lagrangian method The present paper

improves the novel Lagrangian method and illustrates its application to the dusty—gas flows wicll

nmltiple trajeclory inmrseclion This method makes it possible to investigate these tWO—Dha％

systems where the particle concentration distributions have a multi-layer structure with sharp

accmnulation near the trajectory envelopes．

I Problem Formulation

As a typical problem，we consider a steady

supersonic dusty—gas poblt source with a

hypersonic flow of a
pure-gas nc flow

diagram is shown in Fig J，where the dusty“

gas source with a constant lnass flow rate of

carriel phase 0+is located at point 01 and the

pure-gas has a free stream velocity y：in the

direction of negative axis 01 y!(Below，afl

asterisk denotes山e dimensional quantities

when necessary，In the fl‘JW from die source，

the termination shock wave I appears while the

bow shock Wave 2 fo玎ns in the oncoming

flow 11le inner and ouk：r shock layers are

separated by山e contact surface 3．We assume

that，I们or to the termination shock wave，the

gas reaches to the nlaximum speed y：n and the

flow resulted due to the interaction of a

Fig l Flow diagram

particles are in equifibrium with the carrier phase．Hence，the particle inertia manifests itself

behind the shock front 1 Fhe particle motion is considered in the curvilinear coordinates(z 1，

、。)directed along and in the uormal to the termination sh(，ck surface。Concerning the dispersed

phase，we adopt the usual assumptions for a dilute dusty gasf⋯：the particles are non．th·formable

sphcrcs with uniform diau"ter d and massⅡ^，the Brownian motion is ignored．and d,c volume
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fraction or inass concenU'atiou of the particles af'G smatl enough to neglect their effects on the

carrier phase．Concerning the carder phase，we assume that thc colhding gases are Frfect with

the constant parameters of the"adiabatic curve y1 and y!，respectively

In such a one—way—coupling problem of two—phase flow，we obtain the following expressions

for discontinuity goometry by using thin shock layer approximarion of the pure gas⋯：

a、The distance from the source to tIle stagnation point：

L’ ：【((y1+1)，8”y1 J“!p‘y二吖，，’二y二：J1。 (1)

h J The curvature radius of the contact surface at the stagnation point：

月二=3L+／2 (2)

c)The thickness of the shock layer 1：

dI‘=E1冗i(~／n b)／(n一6：) (3 J

Here E J=(f-，P二，(户1：，P：)1“，n=2，b=0 5(p’(o)7P^)一“=，wherethe subscriptlf

denotes the parameters behind the shock 1 on the symmetry axis and。’(O)is the gas density

prior tO the shock 1 Oil the s)7lnllletry axis

d)The thickness of the shock layer 2：

87=M，R。?，(1+(8Ⅳ，／3)“!J． (4)

Here Ⅳ，：(y、一1)／r y!+1)

c)The form of the contact surface in the polar coordinates(，’，∞)：

r’=L”cplsin cp (51

Sinfilarly，the approxirmtte formulas for the gas parameters between the bow and ternfinafiou

shock WaVeS in the neighborhood of the symmetry axis Can be determined analytically based on

supersonic flow theory 9‘10】mid they are not reproduced here due to awkwardness．

To obtain the solution of the particle parameters(denoted by
the subscript N)，it is

convenient to jrift(mHCC thc 11011dimensional Va一曲les：

z=』’／Rc；， Y=Y+／x2R。；， R=R+／R‘；， r。=r?／R，7．

“。=“?／v2,， 口；=”?／y：，T。=r?／％， P。=P?／P?(0)

Here％and p?(0)are respectively the
stagnation temperature and the particle density on the

symmetry axis prior to the shook front 1．Due to the curvilhtear coordinares，R(*)and r．(i J，

which arc the curvature radius and the distance from the symmetry axis to the surface of the shock

waYe 1 respectively，appear in the governing equations．

1n 1he nondimensional Lagrange coordinates(z。，t)，where z¨is the initial position of a

given panicle trajectory on the shock wave 1 and￡=t。y：，月i is the morion time ol the

1)：lrticle from its initial position，the dispersed phase equations of motion and energy take the

‘‘、、；ngform：

堡一土 生一生
at一1+H’ a￡一Ⅳ，

兰8t6=肛讹氆)一苗

警‘=肛叽⋯卜焘，

等：2c．flz,c(r3P —t)
az— r

1
6 7

(6)
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111 the‘-quations above，H=1+K!y。／R is Lame’S coefficient，卢=3rcdl‘c是R彳／Ⅲy二the

relaxation parameter f here』』Ii is the viscosity of the gas 2 at the stagnation point)，C=C p2／c；

the specific heat ration of ttl：gas 2 and particle material，Pr the gas Prandtl number while,u=

，f’／ll”，is the nondimensional gas viscosity In this paper，we assume that dependence of

Iiscosity on temperature tak,；s the exponential lormff=Tj“．Besides，D and G are the COlTeCtiOll

functiolls for the interphase 1．ransfer of motilentulll and heat⋯]：

+；祥’)(-⋯r(-蔚0．42丽7))

G=(_l地，舻胖)／(1+3。!磐
(7】

1_±旦二型Pr鲨1J
Here佶，。=p“l V“ V。‘l dltz”is the slip Reynolds number of the particle mid胁。is the

Mach number of the flow past the particle Obviously，these exlⅡessions take into account the

f'mitencss ol‘the Reynolds humor，Math number and Knudsen number of the gas flow around the

pardcle．It
should be pointeO out that the

gas velocity and temperature(“，t，and T)in Eq(6)arc

nondimcnsional variables situilar to those for the partcles while gas density p+is scaled tO P二

2 Lagrangian Method

As well—known，the continuity equation of the dispersed phase in the curvilinear Euler

coordinates(z，Y，fitted to Lhe termination shock WaVe is wrltten as：

a(P。M。r，)
”二 3y

O

11le colxesponding equation in the Lagrange coordinates(*¨，t)call be easily obtained

，’。(*”t)I J 0)

(8)

(9)

Here J is the Jacobian of transformation from the Euler coordinates to the Lagrange coordinates

+等)警备03坚；岩一糯帮扎a‘!x攀 ㈤，+]r』i五。， 百；了一一ij_ii-_了_’ ”⋯

Eq(9)gives the relation between the initial and current values of the dispersed phase density，

，)；(』o，0)and p。(z¨，t)，Nong a fixed particle trajectory(#。(xo，t)，Y；(zo，t))．In order to

calculate the particle concentration at any instant of time，we should determine the Nncfions

：^。(x¨，})，azll and aY。(z(1，f)／az(】in relation(10)by differentiatingthefirstfour equations oI’

(6)with respect to
X0：

aWl(‰，t) lP!

厅+
Ⅳ：u。(Y。R7一RW3)

R：H!

。眠蠹”生：触c(W1凳+乳雾 乳)+fi(。一¨(印)，
z。W4十"。

RH

¨。7，。(R7+K!Wj)
月二Ⅳ2

(11a)

(1Ib)

*
P一)p瓦兰¨(r

k

0
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y延竺生)：生． (m)
0t ^。’

三坚≯竺=脚(Ⅳ，》耽》盯)州。⋯川∥+
：坐，一望兄≥掣“ ⋯d)
RH— R二旷

、。1～

Her；咖t、superscript⋯”notf：s the deri、rative with respect￡0 Jn，and the defini60ns el the four

11]nc[iOl3s W an二as folloWS：

”。蔓≮掣，∥：=垫6掣川=1ay h(。x_u,t)w。=塑譬：
In this way，the problem of determination of the dispersed phase parameters is reduced to

‘olving
the system of ordinmy differential equations(6)，【1 1)and the relation(10)lk)r various

mitia／values。{l For the calculations，required parameters of the carrier phase as well as their

space derivatives ale obtained from the thin shock layer approximation theory as described before．

Based(}n the assumption of the equilibrium flow emitted from the dusty—gas point souIce，the

initial conditions at the mrminafion shock wave in the neighborhood of the syrmnetry axis carl be

given as：

￡=0：T。=≈【)， y。=0， u。=0 5xl】(，，(0))1 7：， !，。=(户(0))1”．

r。：7’(o)， W1=l， ∥!=0 5(一(0))78， W3=W4=0， P。=l

tlerc D(0)and 7’(0)are the nondimensional density and temperature of the gaS prior tO the

tua'mination shock WaVe．In addition，it is obtained from(5)that for small zn：R(z11j=1+

I．5zj

3 Numerical Results

From Eq【6)．it iS known that the similarity criteria for the particles flow are口，舶，

·。／c。．c口／r；and Pr，where Rb=船护／6，and RetI：p：y：d／m2 is the Reynolds number

【，f the frcc stream based Off the particle diameter．11le numerical ca／culation of the problems(6 j．

1 10)and(1 1)were performed by血e Kutta—MeFson method for the flow media with the

tbllowing properties：y1=y!=1．4，c。1／e芷=1，，‘(i／p盂=l，刨1=叫!=0．5，Cpl，c。=

t-。：，c。=l and Pr=2／3 Fhe computation region along the generaUSx of the termination shock

wave is 0≤』≤0．4(in the neighborhood of the symmetry axis)．

Typical calculation resnlts of gas and particle motions f曲丑6=100 are plotted in Fig．2，

where the solid lineS 1 and二denote the contact surface and the boW shock wave respecti、7ely The

l：alculated gas streanflinCS(da5lled Iines)indicate血at，due to the interaction betwin the

lincoming free stream and the point sonl'02 flow．the gases J and 2 deflect be曲and move aside

Due to山e inertia effect．dle particles do not immediately follow after the motion change of the

carrier gas jn the shock la3，elN．For example，a heavy particle may fllove across the contact

stifface or even the bow shock wave．In our problem，velocity slip and temperature jump between

lhe dispersed and carrier phases f'trsfly appear behind the termination shock wave In this Don—
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equilibrium state，the particles should exchange their momentum and energy with the ga．scs For

particles L)f large inertia，it takes quite a long time to perform the relaxation process between the

lwo phases
In the computations，we select two typical values for the inertia parameter：口=0 01

for the large inertia particle and d=1 for the small inertia particle．The calculated particle

trajectories demonstrath that tⅣo kinds of particle motion may occur：oscillatory type(cnvce 3 for

，_=0 01)and nlonotonic type(curve 4 for口=1)

?＼j it孝

Fig 2 G“streamlines and

particle traje【tones

Similar to the particle motion，depending on

the inertia parameter p，different features may

appear in the thermodynamic behavior of the

particles In Fig．3，the time Mstory of particle

temperature is shown for the particle moving along

the symmetry axis Here Rb=100 and 8=0 0l

‘for carve 1)or I(for curve 2)．In onr

calculations，the stagnation tempe'rature of the

oncormng flow is greater than that of the source

flow and then the cold particles are heated after

they enter into the shock layers．As knOWll above，

the hea',y particles(口=0．01)can enter into the

2

一夕
?

j

Fig．3 Particle lemperatum Oil the

symmetry axis

萨
／i／5

|i
’、’、1、 一

萨、弋
、
l

Fig．4 Particle concentration distributions

oulcr shock layer while the light particles(口=1)lnove only inside the inner shock layer．

Hence．the heavy particles can reach a higher tenlperamre which is approaching the stagnation

lemperatnre Moreover，the heating rate also depends on the kind of the particle trajectory．For

the particles which perform the oscillations，the heating rate differs for different segments of the

rajcctor3 corresponding幻the shock layer 1．2 mad the external or internal gas flows(see．curve

1) In‘ontlast to the heavy particles．the heating of the particles moving without osci／lations

)ccurs iII the shock layer I at almost constant rate(SO[3 curve 2)．

|，

一．、，

，

lr

^J

0

，
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As mentioned above，by substituting the solutions of Eqs(6)and(1 1)into the relation

f 101．the particle concentration call be determined In Fig 4，for the case of Rb=100 and口=

0 0l+we plotted the densit，of three particle coutinus whieh interseet the linc z=const：(a，

Beforc the first mrn(see CUnV'C l(f=0，0．】，0 4"；(b)After the first but before the second

rum(see,CUrVeS 2(z=0，9 1)and 4(*=0 4))；(c)After the second but before the third

ltlrn【SLV．2 curves 3(z=0)and 5(z=0．4))Thetot丑1 densityisthe sum ofthe densities of

t ach such continuum．As fcdlows from the calculations．the contribution of the oⅡ1er continua of

the particles to the total density may be ignored．It is seen from Fig．4 that the particle distribution

has a multi-layer slYuctllre with alternating low—and high—density layers，and near the envelopes of

the particle trajectories，the particle concentration teads to infinite．In order to roveal the

mcchauism of the particle accumulation in detaR．Jel us consider the oscillatory typc'of the

particle motion f'trst It iS seen from Fig 2 that the particles wi山1arge incrtia OSCjllate and

Intersect the con"tact surface several times AL the turn points．the nolToal velocity of the p{|xticles

vanishes which results in an infinite particle density．In othel"werds，the particles accumulate Rear

the envelopes of the particle trajectories(chain lines)Between the accumulation regions there

．)ccur multiple intersections of the particle trajectories，which presents considerable difficulties of

calculating the particle pararaeters in this region using the Euler approach．The Lagnangian method

developed in this paper m{&es it possible to ove／coE0e t11ese difficulties connected wi【l】uon—

uniqueness of the dispersed phase parameters Of course．it should bc noted that the neighborhood
of the contacl sorface js als‘)a region of the particle accumulation 111js region exists foJ bot}】tⅦo

kinds of particle motion￡dtIlough it is血e only possible accumulation mechanisIn for山e

monotonic motion case The accumulation effect in the ileal--contact-surface region is weaker than

that in the neal-一trajectory—envelope regions．nle reason is that the normal veloeity of the particle

near the contact surface does not become zero except
z呻∞ Compared to the multiple

accumulation case，for Rb∈[0，100 J，the single accumulation zone in the neighborhood of the

contact surface exists over a much wider range of tlle inertia parameter 0．

4 Conclusion

The novel Legrangian method for calculating the particle Concentration Was developed to

predict the flow slrncture formed flea／"the symmetry axis when a supersonic flow of a pure—gas

collides with a supersonic flow from a dusty-gas point SOUIce．In the region between the bow and

termination shock waves，the existence of zone with multiF’le iutersections of the particle

Trajectories was detected"Ihe formation of multi-layer structure in the particle distribution，where

low—and high—density layel appear alternatively，was revealed．The effect of sharp accunmlafion

and srradfication el the dispersed phuse in the shock layers may be of great importance for

interpretation of experimenlal data on conlet atmospheres and venous relevant phenomena．
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